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Abstract

We found long-lived metastable states of stopped ir~'s in liquid he-

lium by measuring time spectra of two different delayed products: 1) pro-

tons emitted after r~ absorption by 4He nuclei and 2) 70-MeV electrons

originating from free jr~ -» e.~~vl decay. The lifetime and fraction of de-

layed ir" absorption obtained by emitted protons are 7.26±0.12 nsec and
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1.66±0.05%, respectively. The free-decay fraction was calculated to be

0.64±0.03 % from this result, which is consistent with the observed free-

decay fraction of xe2 decay. These results imply that 2.30 ± 0.07% of

stopped ir~ are trapped in metastable states which have an overall life-

time of 10.1 ±0.2 nsec. The same experiment and analysis were performed

for stopped n~ in liquid neon. No evidence for trapping was found in

liquid neon.

PACS number: 36.10.

1 Introduction

Negative mesons stopped in material are normally considered to be absorbed

by nuclei immediately (< 10~12sec) after mesonic-atom formation. This time

is much shorter than the lifetime of such negative mesons as pion and kaon

(~ 10"s sec). Thereby, free decay of these particles is not expected to be

observed. Recently, however, a slow decay of negative kaons in liquid helium

has been observed contrary to the usual belief [1,2,3]; about 3.5% of stopped

K~'s in liquid helium decay with a lifetime of about 10 nsec, which is slightly

shorter than the lifetime of free K*. This fact indicates that about 4% of

stopped K~ in liquid helium are trapped by some metastable states with an

overall lifetime of around 60 nsec.

It was already known from heiium-bubble-chamber experiments(4-8] that 2



% of stopped K 's and 1 % of stopped n 's in liquid helium decay freely. These

free decays were interpreted as ones coming from hypothetical slow atomic

cascade, and the free-decay fraction was simply converted to an average cascade

time. The average cascade time thus deduced was in the range of 1O~10 sec.

However, according to the theoretical calculation by Day [9], the cascade time of

negative mesons in liquid helium should be less than 10"12 sec; the experimental

values are two orders of magnitude larger than the theoretical calculation. At

first, it was believed that there might be unknown mechanisms which could

make the cascade time two orders of magnitude longer. Condo [10] proposed

a completely different interpretation, namely, that some fraction of stopped

negative mesons in liquid helium are trapped in metastable states and decay

freely. In order to determine which interpretation is correct, we should observe

the time spectrum of free decay of negative mesons in liquid helium. If we

observe some delayed components, this would be a strong evidence for Condo's

hypothesis. On the other hand, if we observe only a prompt peak, this will

show that the cascade time is long (about 10~l° sec) by some unknown reasons.

As for K", the free-decay components of stopped K~'s were found to be 100

% delayed [l,2,3j. Similar trapping states can be expected for 7r~'s and p's in

liquid helium. So, we decided to look for delayed events after n~ stopping in

liquid helium. In the mean time trapping states of p have been found [llj.



2 Experimental Setup

In order to search for metastable states, we measured time spectra of delayed

products from stopped n~'s in liquid helium. There are two ways of observation;

one is to observe delayed free decay, and the other is to look for delayed nuclear

absorption products. If we observe a lifetime Tj,KTm for delayed fractions of free

decay (/,*,„») and of nuclear absorption (/„(,.), the overall lifetime of trapping

states is deduced from

1/Ttrap = l/Tokjeru. — l/Tjrec, (l)

with constraints of

( — (
Jdecay — Jllotai

T{rn

r _ , Tokiervc /„•.
Jabi ~ Jtotal i {•*)

Ttrap

/total = Jiccav + /okj- (4)

In the case of Tlrai, > rtrcc the free decay dominates, while for T|POp < TyPC. the

absorption dominates. Thus, it is important to measure both channels.

Nearly 100 % of pions decay freely to muons, but this muon has a recoil

kinetic energy of only 4 MeV, and its range in liquid helium is a few millimeters.

Thus, it is not easy to detect /i~'s directly. So we decided to measure the decay

mode of w~ —> e~u~c. This electron has 70-MeV energy and is able to escape from

a liquid target. On the other hand, since this is a rare-decay mode (Branching



Ratio = 1.22 x 10"*), it is important to collect enough statistics with a good

signal to background ratio. As for nuclear absorption products, we measured

protons from n~ absorption by 4He. In this case, a delayed component as well

as a prompt component will be revealed in the time spectrum of protons from

which the delayed fraction can be obtained directly.

The experiment was carried out at the M13 pion beam line at TRIUMF. The

experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. The incoming pion momentum was 100

MeV/c and its intensity was 5 x 10s jr~/sec. Incoming 7r~'s were stopped in a

liquid helium target of cylindrical shape with size of 23 cm in diameter and 31 cm

in length. They were detected by two scintillation counters (Bl and B2) and a

Lucite Cerenkov counter (Cg) located in the beam. The timing and pulse height

information from these counters were used for particle identification. Beam

particles which were not stopped in the target were detected by a large counter

(Al), the signal of which was used as a veto in the trigger logic. The energy

spectra of outgoing electrons and protons from stopped pions were measured

by a large NaI(T<!) spectrometer (TINA) of 46 cm diameter and 51 cm length.

It was used al TRIUMF for the precise determination of the branching ratio of

7r+ —» e+tv process |12j. It was iocaied at 90 degrees with respect to the beam.

For the particle identification and timing measurement of outgoing particles,

two scintillation counters (Tl and T2) and one Lucite Cerenkov counter (CT)

were placed in front of TINA.

The tracks of incoming arid outgoing (/articles were measured to reconstruct



the stopping position of n~ by beam-line Multi Wire Proportional Chambers

(BC1, BC2) and telescope MWPC's (PCI ~ PC4). This information was used

not only for fiducial cut but also for calculating the flight time of n~ until

stopping(r(Bl-Stop)) and the flight time of the outgoing particle from the

vertex to the Tl counter(T(Stop-Tl)). We can calculate r(Bl-Stop) from pion

range, and T(Slop-Tl) from the n~ stopping position and the energy of outgoing

particle measured by TINA.

We can obtain trapping time of ir~(Ttrap) event by event as follows;

Tlrap = r(Bi-Ti) - r(Bi-stop) - r(stoP-Ti),

where r(Bl-Tl) is a time difference between the Bl hit and Tl hit. The time

spectrum of T(Bl-Tl) was measured by using a LeCroy TDC 2228 in the range

—50 ~ 200 nsec.

The trigger condition of data acquisition was as follows;

Trigger = Bl • B2 • Tf • Tl • T2 • computer veto.

All data were acquired by a PDP-11 compatible camac module(CES-Jll).

A Camac-VAX interface(K3922-K2922) transferred the data obtained by CES-

J l l to a VAX station II. They were recorded on an 8mm VCR tape. The typical

event rate was about 280 events/sec.

Data were also taken with JT+ beam in the same condition, which provided

capture-free decays. Positrons from free-decay (ir+ —» e+vc) were used to nor-

malize the acceptance for electrons from 7r~ —» e~PJ, including the solid angle



and the off-line analysis efficiencies. At the same time, we can calibrate the

energy scale of TINA using the 70-MeV monochromatic e+.

The data were taken for 200 hours of 7r~'s and for 10 hours of TT+>S. In

addition, a similar measurement for liquid neon were performed for 30 hours.

3 Data Analysis

3.1 Incoming n~ Identification

The incoming beam is synchronized with the RF timing of the cyclotron. There-

fore, the RF timing represents the time when the secondary particles are created

at the production target. The time between the RF timing and the particle ar-

rval at Bl counter corresponds to time of flight(TOF) of the particles.

The velocities of 100 MeV/c n~ and fi~ are 0.58 and 0.67 of the speed of

light, respectively. The distance between the production target and the Bl

counter was about 10 m. Hence, the difference of TOF between TT~ and [i~ was

about 8 nsec. They were easily separated in off-line analysis. Fig. 2 shows TOF

difference and pulse height of the Bl counter. When two particles come in the

same RF packet, the pulse height would be doubled. Thus, pileup events were

rejected even when two particles belong to the same RF packet. The center

part enclosed by the lines was chosen to reject fM~'s, e~'s and multi-rr"'s. This

procedure reduced the fi~ contamination to be less than 0.11%.



3.2 Outgoing Particle Selection

The energy deposit in the Tl counter was used to distinguish electrons from

protons. The top figure of Fig. 3 shows energy distribution in the Tl counter.

Protons and electrons are well separated. The bottom figure of Fig. 3 shows

similar distribution for the events which had energy greater than 50 MeV. As

seen in Fig. 3(boHom), e+e~ pairs created by high energy gamma rays origi-

nating from radiative n~ capture process (n~ + He —» 7 -f X ; branching ratio

1.5 %) can be observed. They were background in the high-energy region, in

particular for the observation of 70-MeV electron. We excluded events in this

region.

3.3 Determination of the ir~ Stopping Point

We had two MWPC's(BCl, BC2) to determine the track of incoming pion. In

addition, we had four MWPC's (PCI ~ PC4) to determine the track of outgoing

particle, which was obtained by the least square fitting of PC's positions.

The events which had vertices with more than 35 mm apart from the wall of

the target were accepted. The vertex resolution is better than 20 mm in r.m.s.

for outgoing e~. By using this fiducial cut, we rejected more than 90% of the

events from the wall.



3.4 Energy Loss Correction

The charged particles which passed through the target material lose energy.

The correction has to be applied to the energy measured by TINA to get the

original energy. We corrected their energy deposit in material using vertex

information from MWPC's.

3.5 Pileup Rejection

In order to obtain a genuine time spectrum in our time window ( = 200 nsec)

we have to correct for pre- and post-pileup events which would distort the time

spectrum. If another pion comes into the target within the time window, we

cannot identify which pion produced the outgoing particle. This is avoided by

discarding the event which had additional hits within a time range of 1 /isec

before or 200 nsec after from pion hit timing on the Bl counter. The same

pileup rejection was done for the outgoing particles as well.

A similar pileup rejection was applied to the TINA energy spectrum to

minimize energy shift caused by pileup hits. The output signal of TINA was

integrated in three different time ranges (TINA-Early, TINA-Normal, TINA-

Late). TINA-Normal refers to the signal with a normal timing gate. While

TINA-Early's gate started 200 nsec before the triggered event , TINA-Late's

gate started 200 nsec after the event. We rejected pre-pileup of TINA, eliminat-

ing the events which had a signal in the TINA-Early spectrum. All the same,

we discarded post-pileup of TINA by cutting the events when a linear relation



between TINA-Normal and TINA-Late was lost.

4 Results for Helium Data

4.1 Proton Time Spectrum

Fig. 4 shows a trapping-time spectrum of emitted protons which came from n~

absorbtion by 4He. There is a delayed component as well as a prompt peak. The

delayed component looks like a single-life exponential function within present

experimental accuracy. This time spectrum was fitted to a function of;

)) + flexp[(i;)Jl + C\ (4 = 0 where i < 0)

where r and F are the lifetime of delayed events and the width of the prompt

peak, respectively.

The observed lifetime of delayed component was To(aci.ve = 7.26 ± 0.12 nsec.

Using the relation of eq. (1) with r}rcc = 26.03 nsec we obtain r,,op = 10.06 ±

0.22 nsec. The ratio of the delayed events to the prompt gives / o j , = 1.66 ±

0.05(statistics)%.

If in-flight reaction occurs, the number of prompt events may involve am-

biguity. Using Monte Carlo simulation, the prompt fraction caused by the

in-flight reaction was estimated to be less than 0.01 %, which we can safely

neglect.

Using these values, -q. (2) and (3), we calculated the free-decay fraction;

- 1 0 -



This value can be compared with the result of the 70-MeV electron from ir~ —>

e~E7 decay. The total trapped fraction {ftotal) of jr~'s in liquid helium is given

by the sum o{ fab, and fdtCaV- It ' s 2.30 ±0.07% of stopped jr"'s in liquid helium.

4.2 70-MeV Electron Time Spectrum
»

Fig. 5 shows an energy spectrum for the delayed electrons (2 < Ttrap < 10

nsec). There is a peak at 70 MeV from the n~ —* e.~Vl free decay. Fig. B is a

time spectrum of the events in this energy region (60 < E < 80 MeV). A sharp

prompt peak originates from the radiative pion capture process followed by the

pair creation(He(7r~,7), j —» e+e"). The peak at I — —8.5 nsec came from p~

scattering (fi~ arrived 8.5 nsec earlier than JT~). This time spectrum was fitted

to the following function;

N(0 = Aexp{--)+Bexp[-(]-)2}+Cerpl-{i-^y)+D, {A = 0 where I < 0)

This function is similar to that of protons, except for the yT component.

The observed lifetime of the delayed component was T^«rue = 7.2 ± 1.4 nsec.

The free-decay fraction was obtained from normalization by stopped 7r+ data.

The total acceptance and efficiency were canceled by this normalization. It is

/decay = 0.93 ± 0.35 % of stopped IT' in liquid helium.

This result is consistent with the result from the emitted proton.



5 Results for Neon Data

The same analysis was performed on data of stopped n~'s in liquid neon. Fig. 7

is a trapping-lime spectrum obtained by emitted protons. In this time spec-

trum, we observe no delayed component. (One event at t ~ 20 nsec is consistent

with background level.) Fig. 8 shows an energy spectrum of delayed electrons.

In this spectrum, we observe no 70-MeV electron either.

We obtain an upper limit of the free-decay fraction (fjecay) of 5r"'s in liq-

uid neon. The data for 7r+'s were used for normalization. This result can be

translated into an upper limit of the trapping fraction (ftotal) using eq. (4).

As for proton data, we can also obtain an upper limit of trapping fraction

by substituting the number of observed prompt events (28942) for Nprompt in

the next equations(the factor of 2.3 is multiplied to assure a 90% confidence

level in Poisson distribution).

delay T,rap
/„,,„, < 2.3 x "— x

prompt

vhere

delay = T^.trvt \ exp( )dt\ ,

prompt = Nprompt - € a f exp( )dt and

(T^.trvc)' = (T(rop) + (*>«)" •

Fig. 9 shows an upper limit of the -n~ trapping fraction with a 90% confidence
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level in liquid neon as a function of lifetime of the metastable state (r(rap).

6 Discussions

The present result demonstrates that the trapping hypothesis is corrc-t not

only for K~'s but also for 7r""'s. Condo [10] asserted that the (7r~- e~- a)

system accommodates metastable states when a jr~ ejects one electron from a

helium atom and occupies a circular orbital of large n. This idea was elaborated

theoretically by Russell who calculated the lifetime of (X~ - e~ - a) system

where X~ is a negative hadron(K~, it~ or p) (13j. For antiproton, a more

recent calculation by Ahlrichs et al. [14] is available.

Recently, long-lived trapping states have also been observed for antiprotons

stopped in liquid helium [II]. Experimental data on trapping states of nega-

tive hadrons in liquid helium are summarized in Fig. 10( n~ [present work] j

Antiproton data could not be fitted by a single exponential function, so

Iwasaki et aj.[ll] fitted it assuming the existence of four delayed components.

The dashed lines represent the lifetimes of free negative hadrons. The present

observation that the trapping lifetime of jr~ is shorter than those of K~ and p

is consistent with the Condo-Russell scenario.

Their calculations can explain a tendency that the lifetime increases when

the negative hadron becomes heavier. However, they cannot quantitatively

predict lifetime and trapping fraction. Complete understanding of these trap-



ping phenomena will require detailed knowledge concerning the formation of

metastable states. According to Russell's calculation, the trapping time strongly

depends on the initial state which the negative hadron will be trapped in. Thus,

it is also important to examine whether the same phenomena occur in less dense

medium. From this viewpoint, experiments on antiprotons are very attractive,

because antiproton is a stable particle and there is no limitation on the observ-

able time window. Extensive experiments on various phases of gaseous helium

are being planned.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 A schematic figure of the experiment setup.

Fig. 2 TOF Difference vs Pulse Height of the Bl counter(Top), and TOF dis-

tribution( Bottom)

Fig. 3 Energy deposit distribution in the Tl counter(Top), and the same fig-

ure with E > 50 MeV selection(Bottom).

Fig. 4 A time spectrum of protons from stopped ir~'s in liquid helium.

Fig. 5 An energy spectrum of e"'s from stopped 5r~'s in liquid helium(2 <

T,,ap < 10 nsec).

Fig. 6 A time spectrum of e"'s in the region 60 MeV < E < 80 MeV from

stopped 7r~'s in liquid helium.

Fig. 7 A time spectrum of protons from stopped 7r~'s in liquid neon.
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Fig. 8 An energy spectrum of e~'s from stopped 7r 'S in liquid neon(2 <

Ttr*p < 30 nsec).

Fig. 9 Upper limit of n~ trapping fraction in liquid neon as a function of

trapping time.

Fig. 10 Reduced mass of negative hadronic helium atom vs trapping time of

negative hadrons in liquid helium. Dashed lines represent the lifetime of free

negative liadrons.
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